Language spreading is a complex mechanism that involves issues like culture, economics, migration, population etc. In this paper, we propose a set of methods to model the dynamics of the spreading system. To model the randomness of language spreading, we propose the Batch Markov Monte Carlo Simulation with Migration(BMMCSM) algorithm, in which each agent is treated as a language stack. The agent learns languages and migrates based on the proposed Batch Markov Property according to the transition matrix and migration matrix . Since population plays a crucial role in language spreading, we also introduce the Mortality and Fertility Mechanism, which controls the birth and death of the simulated agents, into the BMMCSM algorithm. The simulation results of BMMCSM show that the numerical and geographic distribution of languages varies across the time. The change of distribution fits the world's cultural and economic development trend. Next, when we construct Matrix , there are some entries of can be directly calculated from historical statistics while some entries of is unknown. Thus, the key to the success of the BMMCSM lies in the accurate estimation of transition matrix by estimating the unknown entries of under the supervision of the known entries. To achieve this, we first construct a 20 × 20 × 5 factor tensor ⃑ to characterize each entry of . Then we train a Random Forest Regressor on the known entries of and use the trained regressor to predict the unknown entries. The reason why we choose Random Forest (RF) is that, compared to Single Decision Tree, it conquers the problem of over-fitting and the Shapiro test also suggests that the residual of RF subjects to the Normal distribution.
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Mechanisms for Learning Languages
Supposing there are languages = { 1 , 2 , … , } to be modelled, we treat as the states set in the classical Stochastic Markov theory where each agent learns new language based on the batch of languages he(her) has already mastered and the transition matrix = ( ) × of , in which:
The construction of transition matrix depends on a thorough research on a selection of factors which determine the learning trend for different languages speakers. Some Regression techniques are applied to make an accurate prediction of each . We will cover the details of the construction in section 4.
One thing to note is that, the Markov property in traditional Stochastic Markov theory [1] :
{ +1 = | , −1 , … , 0 } = { +1 = | } no longer holds in our case, and therefore we propose the Batch Markov Property(BMP) in which the next language each agent is going to learn is dependent on the whole batch of languages he(her) has already mastered. Figure1 illustrates the intuition of BMP:
Figure1: a batch of learned languages behaves as an integrated unit
To make the concept of BMP clear, imagine = { 1 , 2 , 3 } , e.g. { , ℎ, }, and there is a specific agent who has already mastered languages 1 and 3 . We now calculate the probability of the event that the agent masters 2 in the next round by assuming that the agent is currently uniformly distributed among the batch { 1 , 3 } , by total probability rule [2] , that is: Another mechanism of interest in our work is the Language Stack Mechanism(LSM), where we imagine each learning agent as an ever-updating stack which is pushed into a language at each round while the layer is deleted from the top if it turns out to be the same language as another already inserted layer. Figure2 shows an example of LSM:
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Figure2: an agent can be deemed as an ever-updating stack
The ℎ layer of the stack represents the ℎ language of the agent from the bottom up (first layer is native language) and the deleting mechanism guarantees that the agent can stop learning new languages, which is quite common for most of us, and there are no repeated languages in the language stack for each agent
Batch Markov Monte Carlo Simulation
To study the distribution of various language speaker over time, we propose the Batch Markov Monte Carlo Simulation(BMMCS) algorithm to model the collective learning behaviors of a sample of agents as time develops.
We run the algorithm multiple times (100 times, in our case) with rather large initial sample number (1 million, in our case). By the Law of Large Numbers [2] , we form a stable and accurate statistical prediction of the future languages distribution.
In our Monte Carlo Simulation, we first sample an initial group of language learning agents whose languages subject to the initial distribution of various languages. [18] At each year, some of the sampled agents will learn new languages based on the BMP mechanism that we have just discussed in section1 and some of the sampled agents will not learn new languages, which is rather common since language learning process is painful for most of us. By simulating like this, we can see the dynamics of how languages spread over a group of people whose first and second languages are quite diverse.
One phenomenon we need to pay special attention to is that some languages that are not that international are actually spoken by a large number of population, e.g. 
Figure3: World Population Percentage by country
From above, we can see that the factors closely related to population distribution and population distribution itself can influence the languages distribution profoundly. Hence, we adopt two methods to take this into consideration. First, the initial sampling has already contained the population information. Second, we implement the Mortality and Fertility Mechanism (MFM) in the BMMCS algorithm to simulate the dynamics of population distribution over time. The parameters involved in MFM is described below:
We download the database of the prediction of the population pattern of each country in the coming 50 years which is modeled and predicted by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the UN [19] . We take 5 years as a term (10 terms for 50 years) and summarize countries' population of each term to get each term's language zone population distribution. When running BMMCS, we update the population through the time to get a more practical stimulation. Figure4 shows the pipeline of BMMCS algorithm:
Figure4: the pipeline of BMMCS 5 To summarize the discussion above, we write the algorithm here:
Algorithm1 (BMMCS):
# Establish the initial society
• Sample an initial group of language stacks (learning agents) according to the initial distribution of various languages at the starting time.
for the length of time do # BMP Learning
• Let each stack learns language based on the transition matrix and the BMP mechanism.
# MFM
• Delete a proportion of stacks based on the death rate 0 of different zones in that time.
• Add new stacks into the system whose native languages (first layer of stack) subject to the birth rate 1 and population of different language regions in that time.
end for 3 Batch Markov Monte Carlo Simulation with Migration
In section 2, we proposed the so-called Batch Markov Monte Carlo Simulation algorithm where each agent (language stack) is learning new languages as time develops and some of the agent may pass away while some new agent may be born by the mortality and fertility mechanism we proposed in BMMCS. To summarize, BMMCS takes the spread of languages and the population changes into consideration.
However, BMMCS doesn't include the human migration, which is intuitively crucial for the geographic distribution of languages, and therefore we add the migration mechanism in this section. We name the final simulation strategy which consider human migration as Batch
Markov and Monte Carlo Simulation with Migration (BMMCSM).
In BMMCSM, we first construct the migration preference matrix = ( ) × , where:
While, note that the migration pattern for each agent relies on not only the agent's current living location but also has a strong connection to the mother land (i.e. the language zone of the native language) of the agent. Thus, for an agent whose mother land is in language zone and currently 6 living in language zone , we calculate the distribution of his(her) next living language zone as following:
, where denotes the ℎ row of . The intuition for the above equation is that the agent uniformly distributes between his(her) birth place and currently living place by the total probability rule [2] .
To summarize the above discussion, we write the algorithm here:
Algorithm2 (BMMCSM):
• Sample an initial group of language stacks (learning agents) according to the distribution of various languages at the starting time. We assume the current location for each agent is his(her) mother land.
• Let each stack learn language based on the transition matrix and the BMP mechanism.
# Migration (Difference between BMMCS and BMMCSM)
• Each agent changes their current living location subjecting to ( ℎ + )/2.
# MFM
• Delete a proportion of stacks based on the death rate 0 of the time.
• Add new stacks into the system whose native languages (first layer of stack) subject to the birth rate 1 and population of different language regions of the time.
• end for
After the simulation, we end up with a group of agents spread over each language zone and we know exactly what languages are in the language stack for each agent. Hence, we can know the languages distribution for each language zone after years' migration, languages spread, and population change. So far, we have shown how the BMMCS and BMMCSM algorithms work under the assumption that the transition matrix = ( ) × has been given. In this section, we will show the pipeline of building matrix specifically.
To recap, we write the definition of here again:
For some ∈ , we can tell the value of it directly from historical statistical data, while for some other ∈ , this value can't be known directly. Therefore, we result in a sparse matrix like this:
What remains to be solved is estimating the unknown from the known ones, which falls into the classical supervised learning paradigm.
To implement regression, for each ∈ , we look for factors that determine the willingness of language speakers to learn language . Say we have factors (
, (2) , . . . , ( ) ) for , then we want to find a decision function : → such that:
, (2) , . . . , ( ) ) + , ∀( , ) ∈ × where is a Normal(Gaussian) random noise:
In our work, we compare two models to approximate decision function , i.e. Classification And Regression Tree(CART) [5] and Random Forest(RF) [6] , which turns out that CART results in serious over-fitting problem while RF can elegantly overcome it by its Random Sampling, Random Split and Ensemble Mechanism [6] . The comparison will be discussed in detail in section 1.4 
.4. Figure5 visualize the pipeline of Random Forest learning algorithm [7]:
Figure5: Random Forest
We train our model on the set of known (training dataset), and then predict the unknown by the already well-trained model. The construction of matrix is completed here.
The key to the success of our estimation lies in the choice of factors which will be explained in detail in next sub-section.
Construction of Factors
There are many aspects of factors influence the willingness of language speakers to learn language . To well estimate the unknown , we now introduce the factors that we choose in this work. It is also natural to add more factors into the framework which can be studied as future research.
Set Up: Classification of Language Zone and Data Pre-Preparation
We studied 26 most used languages and clustered them into 20 language zones. Here, we give each language zone an index, that is:
All data analyzed in our model is collected in terms of language zones.
Among the 26 languages, Mandarin Chinese, Wu Chinese and Yue Chinese are putted together as Language zone Chinese while Telugu, Tamil, Marathi and Punjabi are considered as sub branch of Hindi/Urdu Language family. The reason behind this clustering is that these languages are most spread and spoken in a relatively close geographical area and the developments of these languages are mostly influenced by the characteristics of the same countries and districts.
To construct the factors and transition matrix , we collect data of different countries concerned their official language, economic status and culture influence. Then, we match the countries with their corresponding language zones and further processed the data to calculate our factors and then use the factors to estimate the transition matrix .
As for the countries we chosen, we consider the top 30 most populous countries and the top 30 countries with strongest culture soft power, since they are the most influential countries in the language zones. The figure below shows the countries that we study for each language zone:
Figure6: 35 countries are selected and assigned to 20 language zones.
Factor1: Language similarity
Firstly, based on the Ethnology theory, Language Similarity is an important motivation for people to acquire a new language, especially when the new language that the people try to learn shares similar analogical syntax or grammar system with the language they have already mastered [11] . For example, it is a common phenomenon in Europe that a person who takes German as his native language prefer to learn Dutch than other people due to the similarity of these two languages. We Thus, we introduce the factor ( , ) to quantify any two languages' similarity in the field of Ethnology Language family.
According to the data in appendix, most languages in our 20 language zones belong to 8 language families, excluding Japanese and Korean. (Japanese and Korean are two relatively independent languages. [12]) Then, in our paper, we use the method of Hot-Encoding by assigning each language zone a vector with 8 dimensions representing 8 language families. For each language zone 's language family vector, we assign 1 to the language families it belongs to and 0 to other dimensions. While for Japanese and Korean, we assign their vectors with 0 ⃗ = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) . Given any two languages , ∈ , their similarity can be calculated by inner product, that is:
where and represent the language family vectors for language and respectively.
If
( , ) = 1, we say these two languages share similarity, otherwise we say the two have no similarity.
Factor2: Foreign Direct Investment Net Outflows(FDINO)
The openness of countries can influence the popularities of their languages. We use the amount of one zone's Foreign Direct Investment Net Outflows(FDINO) to quantify the openness. From the FDINO, we can see the government's willingness to communication with other regions, so we can call it the extroversion of one language zone. The data we use is from the World Bank [13] [14] , while the data were distinguished by countries. Thus, we use the above formulas to get the data we want (i.e. distinguished by language zones), that is:
Further, for any , ∈ , we assume that ( , ) = ( ), which makes sense since the willingness of learning language is mostly dependent on the situation of , rather than .
Factor3: Economic Interaction between Language Zones
As global communication increases, there emerges international business and global tourism, which can impose influence on the spread of languages. We need to consider the interaction between language zones as a factor, to illustrate, if one zone intends to do business with another zone, then the people from the former zone have more motivation to learn the latter zone's language, which is necessary for the buyer and the seller to communicate. Therefore, we use the Export Percentage from one zone to another zone measure the importance the former imposes on the latter, defined as ( , ), , ∈ . If this factor is high, means that region has a large amount of export towards region , then region seems more connected to region , and therefore there is a tendency for people in region to learn the language in region .
The data we use to calculate ( , ) is from a famous official business website in China [15] , and this dataset were based on Department of Statistics of each country. However, we can only obtain data between countries, so we need to convert it into data between language zones. Therefore, we calculate as follow:
Figure7 illustrates the intuition of this calculation:
Figure7: the circles with the same color represent countries in the same language zone and the Economic Interaction between two language zones are calculated by summing up the exports between all possible pairs
Factor4: Culture Soft Power
Culture soft power is also a key factor we considered in our model. Language of high culture export countries enjoys higher language exposure rate. For these languages, foreigners can get access to them easily through culture products like music, TV drama, movies and so on. Even some pop culture may cause a hit to learn certain language. For example, many teenagers all over the world have been attracted by Korean pop culture or Japanese anime to learn these countries' languages. A rank with score officially provided by USC Center on Public Diplomacy [16] shows us each country's soft power. Summarize the scores so that we get the assessment of language zones' soft power ( ( ), ∈ ). Here we assume that countries inside each language zone contribute to the spread of its language independently and additively.
Since each zone's culture exports to countries all over the world, regardless of the speakers' original zones, we therefore assume that ( , ) is independent of , that is:
Factor 5: Migration Preference
The immigration and emigration patterns are good tools for us to predict the future distribution of language. In our predictive model, we introduce Migration Preference which represents the probability that people immigrate into another language zone from one language zone. Migration Preference is derived from the 2017 the UN workbook of Migrant Stock by Origin and Destination [17] . We summarize corresponding countries' data and know how many people migrate from language zone and finally settle in language zone , which we denote as .
Then, we calculate each entry of Migration Matrix ,which represents the probability people immigrate into language zone from language zone , by the following formula:
We not only consider as factor for predicting , but also use it to simulate the population migration in BMMCSM. 
Estimation of
For each pair ( , ) ∈ × , we construct the corresponding factor vector as we discussed in section 4.2 :
, (2) , . . . , (5) ) and therefore, we end up with a 20 × 20 × 5 factor tensor ⃑ . Figure8 visualizes the structure of ⃑ :
Figure8: Factor Tensor ⃑
To calculate all the entries in , we first calculate the ∈ that can be directly known from historical statistics, which end up with a sparse estimation of the transition matrix , i.e. many of the entries in are empty. The work we left now is to make an inference for the empty entries in , which can't be directly estimated, based on the known ( ⃑ , ), i.e. the supervised learning paradigm. Formally, we define the training dataset and predicting dataset as follow:
We train our models (CART and RF) on the training dataset ⃑ to approximate the decision function , which end up with two regressors:
and . Then we apply the two regressors to ⃑ and completes the inference of transition matrix . Figure9 shows our estimated predicted by Random Forest (with 100 trees and maximal depth of 4 to avoid over-fitting):
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Figure9: predicted by Random Forest
In our work, we use scikit-learn [10] , a popular open sourced implementation of many machine learning algorithms in Python programming language community, to apply RF and CART efficiently.
Result Analysis
We calculate the residual for both and on the training dataset respectively by:
Now we analyze the following two questions: 1) Can we estimate the generalization abilities for the two models? 2) Does the residual subjects to the normal distribution? The former question handles the tradeoff between bias and variance [8] , which is a tricky problem in the Machine Learning research community. The latter one is an examination of our statistical assumption that:
, (2) , . . . , where:
We draw the histograms of ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ below:
Figure10: Histograms of residuals for RF and CART
We can directly see from the above figure that the residuals for RF roughly subject to the normal distribution while the residuals for CART are almost 0, which means that CART over-fits the dataset and loses the ability of generalization. The RF conquers the problem of over-fitting by its clever designs of Random mechanism and Ensemble mechanism.
To further exam the normality of ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ , we apply the Shapiro-Wilk test [9] to the residual vector of RF and the − turns out to be 0.23942, which is above the significance level 5%. Thus, we accept hypothesis 0 that ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ is normally distributed, which exams the validity of our model.
Simulation Results
Section 1 to Section 4 describe specifically our methodology for modelling the distribution of various languages over time dimension and over geography dimension. To summarize, we use Random Forest Machine Learning technique to estimate the parameters (transition matrix ) involved in our system, and then run the proposed Batch Markov Monte Carlo Simulation with Migration(BMMCSM) algorithm to simulate the dynamics of language as time develops.
Our simulation result shows that the numerical and geographical distribution of different languages will change in an insightful way in the future, which will be demonstrated in the following sub-sections.
Numerical Distribution
In the next fifty years, the distribution of different language speakers will change notably in several aspects including the total speakers number, first language speakers number and second 15 language speakers number based on our numerical simulation. Figure11 shows the future change of distribution of total language speakers (including first, second, and third speakers etc.). Figure 11, As for total speaker numbers, Figure 11 and Figure 12 clearly shows the Language Ranking change in the next 50 years. Compared with initial top 10 most used language, the rank changes while the components stay relative stable. English becomes the most common used language in the word which may reveal the further progress of globalization with aspects of electronic communication and social media. The rank change of Chinese and Hindi are mainly due to the population pattern. Moreover, German takes place of Russian to be one of the top 10. It may be explained that Germany may embrace high-speed development period after the Brexit.
(For
Figure13: Change of first language speakers in the next fifty years
As for first language speaker, Hindi ranks the first while Chinese drops to the second place. It meets the future population trend. According to the world population pattern, China will reach its population peak in next 10 years and then decline. Meanwhile, India will exceed China with a continuously population growth.
Figure14: Change of second language speakers in the next fifty years
As for second language, English remains to be the most popular choice since English is regarded as an official language in transnational communication. The rise of other language second speakers also indicates that much more people would like to acquire a second language and their choices are diversified.
Geographic Distribution
With the help of Batch Markov Monte Carlo Simulation with Migration algorithm, we can further study the geographic distribution of languages when take human migration into consideration.
Figure15: Change of geographic language distribution
The two figures above demonstrate the geographic distribution of languages before or after the migration. The value in the ℎ row and ℎ column of the matrix means the percentage of language speakers of total speakers living in language zone . The color intensity of the ℎ row and ℎ column of the matrix shows the percent of how many people in this area (language zone ) can speak language . So, as we can see from the left part of figure15, for any , the speaker of centralizes on the diagonal line of the matrix, i.e. language zone . But in the right part of figure15, we can see the distribution becomes sparse, which implies the migration of people advances the cultural collision and spread their native languages. To be specific, as there is a lot of people flooded into the English language zone, this district reveals high language diversity. Languages in Europe tend to assimilate each other and enlarge the speakers of each language. Some languages spread to different countries of the world while they might be spoken only within a small region previously.
